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Abstract
By proposing an optimization model for a new automated liquid penetrant inspection (LPI)
system in order to increase its productivity, the paper tries to identify the best algorithm to
solve this case study. The architecture of the system is dictated by the successive stages of the
inspection process and the available conditions in the work shop. As a novelty in the field, the
authors developed such a fully automated LPI system for inspecting different parts, which
eliminates the need of the visual inspection made by operator, using instead dedicated
software solution for processing the digital images of the inspected parts and for giving the
pass/fail verdict. In the present case study, the attention was focused on optimizing the new
LPI system architecture. Simulations in different working scenarios are run with the purpose
to increase productivity by optimizing the critical waiting times within the system and by
establishing the best order for inspecting parts belonging to three families subjected to LPI
method. Moreover, the results of the simulation are used for programming the system by
setting the optimal values of the functional parameters of system’s equipment in order to
avoid running a large number of tests which are expensive and time consuming.
(Received in April 2012, accepted in February 2013. This paper was with the authors 3 months for 4 revisions.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem statement
Liquid penetrant inspection (LPI) is a non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method used for
verifying the presence of open discontinuities at the surface of analysed parts submitted for
inspection [1, 2]. Currently the evaluation is visually performed by an inspector [3] in
standard conditions [4-6], the results being influenced by subjective issues such as experience,
knowledge and motivation. Furthermore, the pass/fail grade for the inspected part depends on
the size, shape and orientation of the flaws, taking into consideration also the fact that the
indications (visible in colour) are larger than the actual defect [7]. Therefore, the automation
of this process provides advantages over the total inspection time/cost, by also increasing its
reliability, and represents an important research subject in the field. However, the difficulties
of automating this process relates not only to the evaluation process itself (which must be
performed with dedicated software in order to automatically process the images acquired
using a digital camera), but also to the determination and control of the process parameters
such as dwell time, developer time, drying time, quantity of penetrant, developer and cleaning
water, pressure for spraying solutions with penetrant, developer and cleaning water,
transportation speed or distance between stations [8]. Moreover, as it is the case of the LPI
system discussed in this case study, usually more than one type of part is inspected, thus the
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determination process of the optimal order in which pieces are inspected is mandatory for
ensuring a good productivity of the system.
In this context, the current paper proposes an optimization model for a new fully
automated LPI process, its functioning being simulated in different working scenarios with
the purpose to increase the productivity. The waiting times for dwell, dry and developer
operations have significant larger values compared to other process times within the system.
They were identified as critical and considered for the optimisation study. Thus, the model,
developed using a commercial simulation software package (Delmia Quest, Dassault
Systemes, France), works by optimizing these waiting times and by establishing the optimal
parts inspection order of parts belonging to three different types, and contributes to the
reduction of the number of experiments required for determining the optimal values for LPI
process parameters – a time consuming and expensive task.
The simulation of the LPI system under research is extremely useful in designing and
programming the system because it allows the early identification of the potential flow
concentrators which generate low productivity or even blockage [9, 10]. Flow concentrators
also generate underutilization of the structural elements of the inspection system leading to
financial loss [11]. Thus, as main novelty of the research, the data obtained from the
simulation of the LPI system functioning with the optimal configuration is used for generating
commands for different equipment such as buffers and nozzles for spraying penetrant liquid,
water and developer, as it will be presented at the end of section 4 of the present study.
Next section outlines research in which computer simulations performed with different
commercial software packages are used for designing and optimizing automated systems.
Section 2 describes the preliminary architecture of an automated LPI system currently under
research, the process times required by each inspected part, details of the inspection process
steps and the research approach taken. Section 3 presents the model used for simulation and
the input parameters, and defines the simulation analysis cases and working scenarios. Section
4 analysis the simulation results and the productivity for each case in order to establish the
best waiting times distribution within the system and the optimal parts’ inspection order.
Conclusions are presented in section 5.
1.2 Literature review
Determining the best design of an automated manufacturing system, assembly line or
inspection system and optimizing their functioning represents a research subject in the
engineering field with important practical applications. One of the best tools for achieving
these purposes are the computer simulations used to analyse productivity in different working
scenarios, to see and optimize all the production phases, to identify possible bottlenecks
where the material flow is slowed or blocked, to determine the parts optimal manufacturing
order or to perform production line balancing.
Our study takes the above mentioned approach, so that the LPI system functioning is
being simulated as a discrete material flow [12] with the purpose to determine an optimal
configuration of the system that in this case means to optimize the distributions of waiting
times within the system and to establish the best order for pulling the parts from buffers. The
other elements of the system (such as conveyor length, distance between working stations,
operation times) are imposed by the pre-existent conditions in the working shop. The system
is modelled as containing working stations, transportation lines and buffers as structural
elements.
The literature survey was focused on similar case studies in which commercial simulation
software packages are used for optimizing automated production systems for the increase of
their productivity and machines utilization. However, no computer optimization based on
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material flow simulation was made for increasing the productivity of automated LPI systems,
or any command and programming of these systems were performed based on such
simulation results.
Masood [13] refers to an automated production line for automotive cylinder blocks. The
simulation, performed using Simul8 software, considers modifying the sequencing of the
operations for which the cycle times are the largest in order to reduce the total time and
increase the machine utilization. The process starts with the identification of the critical times
for each operation and machine. Every station has a fixed cycle time, a certain number of
operations and the transportation time between working stations is constant. The optimization
consisted in analysing the times and re-sequencing the cutting tool operations, which led to
32 % reduction of cycle times and 65 % increase in productivity.
A simulation study of a manufacturing cell is presented in [14] with the purpose of
examining the impact over the throughput time of different modifications in the buffer size,
product volumes or product sequence. Longo et al. [15] presents the use of modelling,
simulations and ergonomic analyses tools for the effective design of an assembly line for
producing heaters. The system consisting in four working stations and two transportation lines
is simulated using eM-Workplace from Tecnomatix Technologies, process and transportation
times, operations frequencies for each station etc. being input by user in the model.
The use of simulation as a method to establish the layout and process times of automated
lines and to solve technological design problems is also presented in [16] for inspecting
specular surfaces and in [17] for optimizing machining sequences within a manufacturing
system using Delmia software. Furthermore, Ekren et al. presented in [18] a simulation model
performed using Arena software for analysing two different type of plant layouts, to evaluate
the average flow time through the system and to study the influence of machines positions,
batch sizes, transporter capacities etc. on the processing times.
Nguyen [19] presents the application of simulation modelling to manufacturing line design
in Japanese plants before the actual purchasing and implementation of machine, robots,
transport or transfer systems, etc. The paper is developing a general framework based on a
linear programming model for selecting different alternatives for simulation in order to design
a new manufacturing line or modify an existing line. Arena was used to simulate different
alternatives of manufacturing line in order to determine the one that provides the highest
productivity and resources utilization and the smallest manufacturing costs.

2. PRELIMINARY ARCHITECTURE OF THE IN-LINE AUTOMATED
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION SYSTEM
A typical in-line set-up for LPI consists of the following work stations (WS): 1. penetrant
application, 2. surface penetrant removal, 3. drying penetrant liquid, 4. developer application
and 5. inspection, the operations performed in these WS being illustrated in Fig. 1. According
to these standard operations and to the objective conditions in the working shop, a preliminary
architecture of the in-line automated LPI system under research was established and it is
presented in Fig. 2. Three types of parts (P1, P2, P3) are inspected using this system, the
difference between them being given by their dimensions, materials and manufacturing
technology (welded parts, casting parts and machined parts), therefore different types of
defects should be detected by the LPI system.
Table I presents the process times for each operation and family of parts. Parts are
supplied to the automated LPI in-line system from three buffers (one for each parts family)
and after inspection (based on the image analysis and on the criteria implemented in a defects
knowledge database) a decision is taken regarding acceptance or rejection. The values
presented in Table I are established by practice, according to the standards and regulations in
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force, considering the type of penetrant and developer used and the type of defects to inspect.
The dwell time is defined as the time for the liquid penetrant to infuse into the material's
surface. The developer time is the time for a reliable image to appear on the part surface.
The parts are cleaned before their placement in buffers; therefore the first stage of the LPI
process included in automation is the penetrant application by spraying. Afterwards the liquid
in excess is eliminated from the surface, parts’ washing being an important stage of the
inspection process. The water pressure, duration and temperature must be carefully considered
in order not to over-wash the part and therefore to lose the indications. According to
standards, the water pressure shall not exceed 345 Pa, the water temperature should be less
than 43°C, and the angle for spraying the water is 45oC to the part surface [4].
The next step in the process consists in applying a developer, usually a white dried
powder, which penetrates in the cracks presented on the surface part (or which communicates
with the surface), by reverse capillary action, and produces indications on the surface (Fig. 1).
The cleaning process is followed by drying in order to eliminate the cleaning solution
from the part for allowing the developer to penetrate into the discontinuities. As drying
methods, hot air, drying lamps or drying oven can be used.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1: Example of successive operations of a LPI process for a welded part: a) penetrant
application, b) developer application, c) indication of defects presence in the weld.
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Figure 2: Fully-automated in-line automated liquid penetrant inspection system.
An analysis of the commercial LPI systems [20-25] showed that the automation of the
process is related only to the parts transportation between stations and their positioning in
each station working space. Several characteristics of these commercial automated inspection
lines are further emphasized:
 Parts transportation between posts is made using a conveyor, a gripper or a combination
between these two.
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 Spraying or immersing is used for applying the penetrant.
 Parts are dried by using a hot air or a lamp.
 The developer is applied by immersing or spraying.
Table I: LPI process times for three families of parts for each working station.
Part/defect/manufacturing process
Penetrant spraying time, WS2
Dwell time – in WS2, WS3 and/or
between WS2 and WS3
Penetrant washing time, WS3
Drying time, WS4
Developer spraying time,
Developer time – in WS5, WS6 and/or
between WS5 and WS6
Inspection time, WS6

P1/porosity/
castings
10 s

P2/cracks/
machining
10 s

P3/overlap, underfill,
undercut/welding
10 s

350 s

330 s

300 s

10 s
200 s
7s

15 s
250 s
10 s

20 s
350 s
12 s

600 s

500 s

400 s

40 s

30 s

50 s

Moreover, in all these LPI systems the inspection is made visually by a human inspector
and, although, patents [26-27] presents several approaches and general frameworks which
include also automatic image processing of the flaws, to the best of authors' knowledge, these
equipment are not yet implemented, nor an application of simulation modelling in designing
these inspection systems was found in the literature.
Therefore, as a novelty for the LPI field, this research developed a fully automated LPI
system for inspecting different parts that eliminates the need of the visual inspection made by
the operator. It proposes to use a dedicated software solution for processing the digital images
of the inspected parts and for giving the pass/fail verdict. In the present case study, the
attention was focused on optimizing the new LPI system architecture and thus, a simulation
model made in Delmia Quest was used for increasing productivity by balancing the waiting
times for dwell, drying and developer operations between WS, and for establishing the best
inspection order for the three different types of parts.
Working
scenarios

Work floor
available place
LPI standards,
regulations,
practice

Preliminary architecture
of LPI system

Simulation model
for LPI,
Delmia Quest
Optimal input
order for parts

Parts type
Penetrant type

Optimized
LPI

Critical waiting times for
system working stations

Optimal waiting
times for each
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LPI system
commands
programming

Developer type

Figure 3: Research approach for optimizing a LPI system.
The research approach used in the paper is presented in Fig. 3 and detailed below:
1. Establishing the preliminary architecture of the LPI system.
2. Establishing the process times for each type of inspected part and determining the critical
times within the model which need optimization.
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3. Building a simulation model based on the preliminary architecture and assumptions.
4. Running the simulation model in different scenarios in which the critical times are
distributed differently between WS and the input order of inspected parts differs.
5. Optimizing the system based on the analysis of the simulation results.

3. LPI SYSTEM SIMULATION MODEL
The developed simulation model (Fig. 4) is based on the following assumptions:
 There is an 8 hours shift, there are no breaks during the shift.
 The parts are loaded in the system from the buffers in an order which repeats during the
whole shift.
 The operation time for each working station is different for each part family.
 The working stations are equally distributed along the conveyor length.
 The waiting times are fixed, but they can be distributed between different working stations.
 In each working station only one part is loaded at one time.
 Machines and part transporter line are available full time, with no breakdowns.
The automated LPI system was modelled using a discrete simulation method type push-in.
The system model has as structural elements: five working stations (WS2-WS6), one
conveyor and three buffers for parts loading. For the LPI system, the parts transfer from the
buffers to the conveyor is made using specific automated devices which are not represented in
the model as separate entities. The order of loading parts in the system is made by the order of
sources link. In the model for each type of parts in each working station were created specific
processes (type: constant time). For example, for inspection, the following working stations
were created: insp_1 for parts type 1; insp_2 for parts type 2 and insp_3 for parts type 3.
The input parameters for the simulations are the working times in each station, waiting
times and transportation times. The system configuration is maintained identical in all the
simulations run. The parts are drying not only in WS4 (using hot air), but also during the
transportation time. Therefore, in order to control the drying time, due to the fact that it is
difficult to give a fair estimation of the time equivalence between drying the parts in open air
and drying the parts under hot air, we maintained constant the time corresponding to WS4
during all the simulations and during the real inspection process.
The optimisation of the system consisted in time distribution between working stations in
order to decrease the idle time and the block time of each WS. Thus, the formulas (1) - (5)
describe the initial working condition for the system simulation. These formulas were
established based on LPI process times (presented in Table I). For optimising the productivity
of the LPI system, a new set of formulas were developed (6) - (12) in which the transportation
and waiting times are distributed between workstations.
The following notations are used in the formulas (1) - (12):
Tpen
– penetrant spraying time
Tw
– penetrant washing time
TDw
– dwell time
TDT
– drying time
TD
– developer spraying time
TDv
– developer drying time
Tinsp – automate inspection time
Ttr23; Ttr34; Trt45; Ttr56 – transportation time between stations
(e.g. Ttr23 represents the transportation time between WS2 and WS3)
TWSi – process time for parts in each WS, where i = 2 ... 6
Two scenarios are considered in the research, as detailed bellow:
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Scenario 1 - In the first scenario the waiting time and transportation time were allocated to
WS3 and WS5 (the drying time in WS4 was maintained unchanged from the reason explained
before). Thus, for each WS and for each part P1, P2, P3 (see also the values in Table I), the
corresponding process times TWSi are calculated as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Scenario 2 - In the second scenario, the transportation time was allocated to WS2, WS3, WS5
and WS6, while the waiting times were divided between WS3 and WS5 in different ratios
expressed using , ,andconstants as presented in Table II, so that eqs. (11) and (12) are
satisfied.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
Comparing to scenario 1 in which the penetrant is dried only in WS3, in scenario 2 the
time required for drying the penetrant, TDw, is divided between WS2 and WS3 (Table II), so
that, as an example, 10 % (i.e. of the time is allocated to WS2 (see (6)), while 90 %
(i.e. of the time is allocated to WS3 (see (7)); the time distribution being referred as
10-90 %.
Table II: Constants showing distributions of waiting and transportation times between WS.
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Figure 5: LPI system model in Delmia Quest.
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4. OPTIMIZED AUTOMATED LPI SYSTEM
Two analyses were performed for each scenario. The first analysis was made for the case in
which only parts from one family are inspected by the system during a shift, i.e. first only P1
are inspected in 8 hours, then only P2 are inspected in the next 8 hours, etc. The second
analysis was made for different combinations in which the three types of parts are inspected
(e.g. 1-2-3; 1-3-2; 2-3-1; 2-1-3; 3-2-1; 3-1-2).
The first analysis, for each of the two scenarios presented in section 3, was made for
analysing the productivity of the system if the same type of part is inspected during the shifts.
In scenario 1, simulations were run using the parameters from Table I which correspond
to the current approach used in the manual liquid penetrant inspection process.
In scenario 2, the waiting times and transportation times were distributed (in different
percentage between working stations, as presented in Table II and eqs. (6) - (12)). Table III
presents the input parameters in the simulation for 50-50 % distribution of the waiting and
transportation times. Several simulations were run to determine the effect on productivity of
various distribution ratios of the waiting time and transportation time between stations. The
conclusion after running the simulations was that the optimal results, for the first analysis, are
obtained in scenario 2, for 50-50 % distribution of waiting time and transportation time
between working stations.
Table III: Input parameters, 50-50 % distribution of waiting and transportation times.
WS
WS2
WS3
WS4
WS5
WS6

Time structure
Penetrant spraying
Waiting time + transportation time
Waiting time + transportation time
Penetrant washing
Drying
Developer spraying
Waiting time + transportation time
Inspection
Waiting time +transportation time

P1
10 s
150 s
150 s
10 s
200 s
7s
300 s
300 s
40 s

P2
10 s
150 s
150 s
15 s
250 s
10 s
250 s
250 s
30 s

P3
10 s
150 s
150 s
20 s
350 s
12 s
200 s
200 s
50 s

Table IV presents a comparison of the simulations results for the scenario 1 (see
parameters from Table I and eqs. (1) - (5)) and the results in scenario 2 for 50-50 % ratio (see
parameters from Table III and eqs. (6) - (12)). One can notice that the number of parts is
increasing and also the block time for WS2 and WS4 is decreasing.
In the second analysis, the system productivity was analysed to see if it is increasing by
combining the input order of the 3 types of parts in the system.
In scenario 1, the simulation input parameters were calculated based on parameters from
Table I and eqs. (1) - (5). The system productivity resulted from the simulations is presented
in Table V and it one can notice that the same number of parts is inspected in the system,
regardless the order in which the parts are pulled from the buffers.
In scenario 2, different distribution ratios were simulated for different parts’ loading
combinations, the system productivity being presented in Table VI for 1-2-3 loading order,
while in Table VII is shown the blockage of each working stations for the same loading order,
as an example. The distribution 50-50 % was also proved optimal for increasing the
productivity and for decreasing the idle times and blocking time in the system.
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Table IV: System productivity for analysis, comparison Scenario 1 vs. Scenario 2 (50-50 %).
No. of parts
idle
WS2 busy
blocked
idle
WS3 busy
blocked
idle
WS4 busy
blocked
idle
WS5 busy
blocked
idle
WS6 busy
blocked

Scenario
1
P1 – 46
0
1.7
98.3
0.1
52.7
47.2
1.5
33.3
65.2
1.8
98.2
0
93.6
6.4
0

Scenario
2
P1 – 82
0
91.8
8.2
5.9
54.8
39.4
4.2
58.5
37.3
3.4
53.5
43.1
3
97
0

Scenario
1
P2 – 52
0
2
98
0
63
37
1.4
49.2
49.4
2
98
0
94.3
5.7
0

Scenario
2
P2 – 99
0
93.7
6.3
3.4
64.4
32.2
1.7
88.4
9.8
3.2
61.4
35.5
3
97
0

Scenario
1
P3 – 68
0
2.5
97.5
0.1
78.1
21.8
1.1
84.2
14.6
2.4
97.6
0
8.2
11.8
0

Scenario
2
P3 – 80
0
61.3
38.7
0.9
48.6
50.5
1.3
98.7
0
55.3
44.7
0
30.6
69.4
0

When summarizing the simulation study results analysis, the maximal value of the
productivity of the LPI system is obtained when the critical waiting times within the systems
(corresponding to dwell, penetrant and developer operations) are distributed 50-50 % between
WS, in the case the parts are pulled from the buffers and inspected in the order P1-P2-P3.
Table V: System productivity in the analysis 2 – scenario 1.
Parts loading order
P1
P2
P3
Total

1-2-3
19
18
18
55

1-3-2
19
18
18
55

2-1-3
18
19
18
55

2-3-1
18
19
18
55

3-1-2
18
18
19
55

3-2-1
18
18
19
55

Table VI: System productivity for different ratios of waiting and transportation times
distribution for analysis 2 – scenario 2, loading order 1-2-3.
1-2-3 loading order
= 10 %, = 90 %, = 10 %, = 90 %
= 20 %, = 80 %, = 20 %, = 80 %
= 30 %, = 70 %, = 30 %, = 70 %
= 40 %, = 60 %, = 40 %, = 60 %
= 50 %, = 50 %, = 50 %, = 50 %
= 60 %, = 40 %, = 60 %, = 40 %
= 70 %, = 30 %, = 70 %, = 30 %
= 80 %, = 20 %, = 80 %, = 20 %
= 90 %, = 10 %, = 90 %, = 10 %

P1
19
21
24
28
32
30
26
23
21

90

P2
19
21
24
27
32
30
26
23
20

P3
19
21
23
27
32
30
25
22
20

Total
57
63
71
82
96
90
77
68
61
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Table VII: Simulation results for analysis 2 – scenario 2, 1-2-3 order, 50-50 % time allocation.
Productivity
(no. of parts):
P1: 32, P2: 32, P3: 32
1-2-3 loading order

idle
busy
blocked

WS2
0
90.4
9.6

WS3
8.2
61.4
30.4

WS4
1.9
90.7
7.4

WS5
4.8
58.7
36.6

WS6
3.1
96.9
0

The simulation results were used for programming the system, thus avoiding running a
large number of tests. Fig. 6 presents an excerpt from the programming code where the
simulation data were introduced.

Figure 6: Programming code excerpt for LPI system containing data from the simulation.
Table VIII: System productivity for analysis 2 – scenario 2, 50-50 % time allocation.
Part
P1
P2
P3
Total

1-2-3
32
32
32
96

1-3-2
31
31
31
93

2-1-3
31
31
30
92

2-3-1
30
30
30
90

3-1-2
30
30
30
90

3-2-1
31
31
30
92

5. CONCLUSIONS
Manufacturing quality products is mandatory for producers in obtaining and maintaining a
competitive position on a highly demanding market. Therefore the importance of
continuously improving manufacturing processes [28] – on one hand, and inspecting and
evaluating each part quality, on the other hand. In this context, this paper proposes an
increasing productivity simulation oriented algorithm developed in Delmia Quest for a new
fully-automated LPI system case study. The new LPI system considered here is used in the
inspection process of different types of parts for the open discontinuities on the parts’ surface
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evaluation and accordingly giving the passing/fail verdict. The authors consider that a detailed
analysis of these systems is beyond the purpose of this paper, the focus being on optimizing
the new LPI system using discrete material flow simulation. Therefore only brief
characteristics are mentioned, with the aim to emphasize the similarity with other systems that
however are not fully automated, nor were their optimization analysed/presented in the
literature. Nevertheless the authors intend to carefully focus on the technical performances of
each module of this system in future research.
The purpose of this case study was related to the need to develop the command/control
software for the new system and therefore to establish the values of some functional
parameters (such as starting and ending times of the spraying process) without performing too
many experimental tests which are resources consuming. Two analyses were made. A first
analysis considered the case when only one type of part is inspected during the entire
simulation time, while in the second analysis different combinations of parts belonging to
each family were submitted to the inspection process during the simulation time. In each
analysis, two scenarios were considered. For the first analysis in the first scenario (initial
parameters from Table I), the simulations results showed that during the 8 hours shift P1 – 46
parts, P2 – 55 parts, P3 – 68 parts can be inspected, while in the optimized case (scenario 2,
input parameters from Table II in 50-50 % time allocation) P1 – 82 parts, P2 – 99 parts, P3 –
80 parts can be inspected.
In the second analysis, two scenarios were run as well. In scenario 1, the input parameters
used in the model were the operation times for each working stations as obtained by practice,
type of part/defect and according to the liquid penetrant inspection standards and regulations.
The simulations results showed that in scenario 1 (input data from Table I) regardless the
parts order, the productivity of the system is the same: totally 55 parts in 8 hours shift. In
scenario 2, the waiting times for the working stations were optimized and the simulations
results in 50-50 % time allocation showed an increase of the productivity to 90-96 parts,
depending on the loading order. Based on these results it was concluded that the second
scenario of the second analysis is the best solution for the LPI system productivity.
The research presented in the paper showed that simulation data can be used with success
for programming the LPI system by determining the optimal values for different functional
parameters. Moreover, the authors consider that a similar approach can be used for designing
and optimizing other in line automated manufacturing systems, contributing to a significant
decrease of the number of tests which are time and money consuming.
Further research will be focused on performing tests on the LPI system and on developing
the image processing software for detecting the parts defects.
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